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Options Advice 
Matthew Thompson & Ro Bartram 

 
For the Year 9’s, the time has come for them to choose their 
GCSE’s. 
 
This is the first time you can make a choice about your 
education and it is important that you make these choices 
wisely as to not waste the next two years. If you are lucky 
enough to have a career focus already, this is a great 
opportunity to pick the GCSE options which best suit this 
and invest your time and effort into that. On the other 
hand, if you are clueless in regards to your career, all hope 
is not lost, as even A-level students do not yet know where 
they will go next.  
During GCSE’s it is recommended that you pick at least two 
that you enjoy, as it will become increasingly harder to 
motivate yourself if you pick options which you quite frankly 
couldn't care less about. You mustn’t let others influence what subjects you pick. Not your teachers, not your friends and 
not your parents. THIS IS ABOUT YOU.  
To stop you from picking subjects based purely on what the teachers say to you, talk to the older years about what the 
subjects entail as they will have the experience and be able to tell you unbiased accounts of what they are like. We are 
more than happy to give the insight that we wish we had from older years when we were at this stage. 
 
If disaster strikes and the blocks do not allow you to take the options you want, there are still ways around this. Firstly 
you could appeal to alter the blocks to your needs, and if the demand for this is enough across the year group, the 
teachers will allow for you to pick your desired options. There is also the option to take the subject later on at A-Level as 
some subjects allow this (e.g. you do not have to take GCSE business to do A-Level business).  
 
If worst comes to worst, and you are regretting one of your choices, there is a (limited) time period in which you can 
switch to another subject should you realise you do not actually like the subject you chose.  
 
We hope this article proves beneficial to you and helps you to make those final decisions for the next two years.  
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MAKEUP & BEAUTY 

Makeup for    
men?  
Bryony Hawkins 
 
Makeup has no gender but there’s still a 
stigma associated with men who wear 
makeup or have a skincare routine. The 
world of beauty is a dynamic market and 
new trends are constantly being created. 
These are being recreated and promoted by 
influencers and social media. So is men 
wearing makeup the new trend? 
 
 

Many brands have already 
jumped on this trend, releasing their own makeup specifically 
targeted for men for example, Clinique, Tom Ford, war paint, John 
Lewis, MMUK man. This includes skin care, beard grooming and 
using makeup products such as foundation, concealer and bronzer. 
Companies have also released products directly aimed at men by 
calling them Guy liner and Manscara instead of eyeliner and 
mascara. Having more options for men shows that the beauty 
industry is changing. This is a method used to try and make the 
products more appealing and not entirely for women.  
 

Furthermore, Teenagers especially may feel self-conscious about their appearance. Due to this they may choose to use 
skin care products to help conceal and improve their cosmetic appearance.  
 
It’s totally okay for men to wear makeup, whether that be full glam or just to hide a few blemishes but society has 
given the impression that only women can wear makeup. This is 
why men wearing makeup is seen as such a strange thing 
because makeup is largely marketed at women. Through my 
research of this topic, I found that many makeup tutorials are 
aimed at women or drag queens and there is little to none on 
male beauty which just proves why some men may be 
embarrassed or uncomfortable with wearing makeup due to 
being judged by what everyone else says.  
 
From researching and asking around opinions of others, Men 
often feel pressured to look good and meet beauty standards 
too but society is so focused on women. 
 
In conclusion, I think it is totally okay for men to wear makeup 
and should feel comfortable in their own skin. They should be 
able to wear makeup to improve their confidence if they so wish.  
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VALENTINES DAY 
ANAGRAMS Matthew Thompson & Ro Bartram 

1. Sores  
_ _ _ _ _ 

2. No Cream  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

3. Ski Sign  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

4. Arm Rides  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

5. Bear Fury  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

6. Dove Into  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

7. Main City  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

8. Veto Rule  
_ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ 

9. Vinyl Log 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

10. Alien Vent  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

11.            Finer Body  
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

12. Solid Verb  
            _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
13. Asian Poets  
            _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
14. Loose Catch  
           _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
15. Rifled Ring  
           _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
16. A Fan Tuition  
            _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
17. Largest Vein  
         _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
18. The Sweaters  
            _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
19. Hospital Siren 
           _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
20. Majored Outline  
           _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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ENTERTAINMENT 

 

The Beatles By Natalie Dennhardt 

 
The Beatles were an English rock band formed in 
Liverpool in 1960. With a line-up composing John 
Lennon, Paul McCartney, George Harrison and 
Ringo Starr and they came to be seen as 
embodying the era’s socio-cultural movements. 

Their sound, rooted in skiffle, beat and 1950s rock 
and roll, incorporated elements of classical music 
and traditional pop in innovative ways. 

The Beatles started when John Lennon formed his 
own group, called the Quarrymen, in 1956. Then in 
1957 Paul McCartney joined the group as a 
guitarist. At 14 years old, George Harrison tried to 
impress 17 year old John Lennon with his guitar 
skill, but it was not good enough in Lennon’s eyes. 
However, Harrison still won a permanent spot in 
the developing group. 

The Beatles have several name changes, after the 
Quarrymen they became Johnny and the 
Moondogs. Later they called themselves the Silver 
Beatles and then simply The Beatles. 

When The Beatles’ bass player, Stu Sutcliffe decided to leave, McCartney took over that instrument. Upon their return to England, a 
record shop manager named Brian Epstein approached the band about becoming their manager. Within a year The Beatles gained a 
recording contract from EMI Records producer George Martin. Drummer Pete Best left the group and sad-eyed drummer named 
Richard Starkey, better known as Ringo Starr, joined.  

The Beatles' first single. "Love Me Do," released on October 5, 1962. 

The Beatles are the best-selling music artist in history, with estimated sales of over 800 million physical and digital albums worldwide. 

After The Beatles disbanded the members were continued as a solo artist, John Lennon was murdered by a fan called Chapman on 8 
December 1980. George Harrison was continued as a solo artist and he died on 29 November 2001 caused by a brain tumour. For 
Paul McCartney, he pursued a successful solo career and formed the band Wings with his first wife, Linda, and Denny Laine. For 
Ringo Starr or Sir Richard Starkey, he quit the Hurricanes and joined the Beatles in August 1962, replacing Pete Best, after The 
Beatles disbanded he was inducted for his solo career in 2015 and He was appointed a Knight Bachelor in the 2018 New Year 
Honours for services to music. 

10 BEST SONGS  BY THE BEATLES 

While My Guitar Gently Weeps     In My Life    Let It Be  
Come Together    Yesterday    Hey Jude  
Strawberry Fields Forever  Something 
I Want to Hold Your Hand   A Day in the Life 
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Only Fools and Horses By Natalie Dennhardt 

 

Only Fools and Horses is a British television sitcom created and written by John Sullivan. Seven series were 
originally broadcast on BBC One in the United Kingdom from 1981 to 1991, with sixteen sporadic Christmas 
specials aired until the end of the show in 2003. 

Set in Peckham in south-east London, it stars David Jason as ambitious market trader Derek "Del Boy" 
Trotter, Nicholas Lyndhurst as his younger brother Rodney Trotter, and Lennard Pearce as their elderly 
Grandad. After Pearce's death in 1984, his character was replaced by Del and Rodney's Great Uncle Albert 
(Buster Merryfield), who first appeared in February 1985. Backed by a strong supporting cast, the series 
follows the Trotters's highs and lows in life, in particular, their attempts to get rich. 

Only Fools and Horses tells the story of two brothers trying to rise above their bleak council block live 
through various schemes that ultimately fail. 

Only Fools and Horses was popular since the 1990s and in the 21st century the producer is remaking the 
sitcom as a musical show, it is called Only Fools and Horses the Musical and it is releasing this year in 2020. 

 

TOP 10 BEST EPISODES AND SCENES OF THE SITCOM 

Heroes and Villains (1996) - Trigger's Broom 
~ 
Homesick (1983) - Dave 
~ 
Stage Fright (1991) - Tony Angelino 
~ 
Christmas Crackers (1981) - Grandad's Cooking 
~ 
Time on our Hands (1996) - Millionaires 
~ 
Jolly Boys' Outing (1989) - Jolly Boys' Outing 
~ 
Danger UXD (1989) - Blow-up Dolls 
~ 
Heroes and Villains (1996) - Batman & Robin 
~ 
A Touch of Glass (1982) - The Chandelier 
~ 
Yuppie Love (1989) - Del Falling Through Bar 

 

The best episode and scene in the sitcom is Del Falling Through Bar, Yuppie love (1989) in which Del, leaning 
against a bar flap in a local bistro, moves away from it to point some women out to Trigger, and then leans 
back again, unaware that, in that short space of time, the bartender had just lifted it. He falls straight down, 
and Trigger does a double-take when he looks around and finds that Del has "disappeared". 
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MUSIC QUIZ-BOY BANDS 
Erin Whitelock & Bryony Hawkins 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

1. What was One Direction debut single? 
 

2. Name a song by Why Don’t We? 
 

3. Finish the lyric: you are my fire… 
 

4. What year did Rak-Su win x factor? 
 

5. How many years ago was ‘Beat again’ by JLS released? 
 

6. What is 5 Seconds of Summer most recent song? 
 

7. What Disney channel movies were the Jonas Brothers in? 
 

8. Who was the first member to leave the Beatles? 
 

9. What does JLS stand for? 
 

10. Who is the most famous member of Nsync? 
 
 
 

 

Answers: 
1. What makes you beautiful 2. 8 letters, talk, trust fund baby 3. The one desire 4. 
2017 5. 9 years ago 6. Ringo Starr 7. Teeth  8. Camp rock 9. Jack the land swing 

10.Justin Timberlake  
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Time to put your foot down Abigail Lloyd 
 
We all know the mantra that "speed kills", and so we accept that our motorways are limited to 70mph. But, this solution to road safety 
is too simplistic and an alternative approach is required. 

I'm not saying that driving too fast doesn't cause accidents, in certain situations it clearly can. There is less time for a driver to react 
and stop the car in an emergency. In the UK, although the speed limit is 70mph (c110km/h), many people routinely drive at 80mph 
(c130km/h). A speed limit which is not enforced is meaningless. However, policing speeding is not necessarily the answer. In France, the 
130km/h speed limit is strictly enforced, but what tends to happen is that everyone does exactly 130km/h, with cars driving tail to tail 
on cruise control.  A sudden need to stop causes a greater accident than if drivers were free to drive at a higher speed. 

There is evidence to suggest that the speed people drive at is not connected to the accident rate at all. Instead, the rate of accidents is 
due to other issues such as the condition of the road, weather conditions, the volume of traffic and how well educated the drivers are 
as to road safety.  

The table below shows that the US has the highest fatality rate but one of the lowest speed limits. Germany has no speed limit at all 
but still has a lower fatality rate than that of France and the US. The UK has a higher fatality rate but a lower speed limit than 
Switzerland. This implies that the speed limit has no impact on the rate of road accidents. 

Country Fatalities per 1 billion km travelled  Motorway speed limit (km/h) 
US 7.3 ~113 

France 5.8 110-130 
Germany 4.2 None 

UK 3.4 ~113 
Switzerland 3.2 120 

Source: Road Safety Annual Report 2018 

If a speed limit does not reduce the number of accidents, should it be the drivers themselves that are able to decide how fast to drive? 
I believe that it is more important to drive according to the conditions than to a speed limit that ends up as being a speed target, and 
one you can exceed if you think you can get away with it!  

If you just think for a moment about what would happen if we got rid of the motorway speed limit, it doesn't take long for some, 
perhaps unexpected, benefits to come to mind. No speed limit suggests shorter journey times, which means fewer cars on the road and 
therefore improved traffic flow. Who likes sitting in traffic? In turn, this would improve productivity, providing an economic boost to the 
nation.  

On the other hand, no speed limit might encourage reckless driving. It is harder to prosecute someone for driving recklessly as this is 
always a subjective judgement. An objective speed limit is easier to police which is perhaps the fundamental reason why we have the 
system that we have.  

Perhaps there is a "middle of the road" compromise. I'm calling for a double speed limit system, strictly enforced by technology. One 
fast speed limit of 80mph would apply when driving in good conditions and one slower one of 70mph for bad conditions. This would 
assist with the regulation of reckless driving but also ensure that drivers pay attention to the conditions.   

On top of this, there should be a far greater emphasis on leaving a gap between cars to allow for emergency stops. The technology to 
support this already exists. All cars need to be fitted with radar type devices to advise the driver if they are driving too close. A similar 
system could be fitted alongside an enhanced network of speed cameras to motorways to ensure that drivers obey.  

This improvement to the French style system has to be the way forward and the sooner we accelerate towards this goal the better. So, 
I'm urging our readers to join The Highfield Catch-Up campaign today: Make our roads safer, reduce traffic jams, make our nation a 
more productive place and put your foot down! 
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SCIENCE 

 The robotics revolution Fleur McMullen 

Robots are everywhere and their numbers and abilities seem to be increasing every second. From breast cancer surgery to mail 
delivery, the uses seem endless.  

Let’s explore the latest cutting-edge robots in action! 

Firstly, we have the most anticipated robot of the hour- 
‘PigeonBot.’ As you may have guessed from the name, 
PigeonBot is an aerial robot modelled using studies of the 
pigeons overlapping flexible wings. Why is this model so 
special though? Well, this bot is the first bot with the 
ability to bend its wings like a real bird. This means that it 
can change the shape of its wing to alter its feathers, 
adding a whole new dimension to its flight ability. With its 
feathered wings, fast propeller and aeroplane-style tail 
the PigeonBot creates an innovative angle on aerial 
robotics by combining bird and plane into an agile hybrid. 
This promises grand opportunity for the future of aerial 
robotics.  

Secondly, we have the exciting AI prosthetic hand. The 
prosthetic hand moves according to the wearer’s 
brainwaves and muscle signals, resulting in near-instantaneous and flexible responses of the hand. According to the inventors at Brain 
CO, who unveiled the new model at CES 2020, it only takes 10 minutes to program 6 gestures into the hand and the user will find that 
the abilities of the hand will get more lifelike and rapid the longer they wear it. What’s more, the hand is just one sixth of the price of 
other robotic prosthetics.   

On the topic of hands, Samsung also had some great reveals for CES 2020 including the Samsung Bot Chef. Now, admittedly the 
BotChef isn’t an independent mechanical cook that can make you dinner whilst you watch TV, but instead it is a co-bot- it collaborates 
with you under your guiding hand. Bot-chef provides you with recipes, cooking help, and the two mechanical hands can move 
equipment, ingredients and even help dice and sauté! Other cooking related bots revealed at CES 2020 include BellaBot a robotic cat 
waiter designed to serve plates to customers, which even reacts to being petted- cute! - and LG-CLOi which can help cook and serve 
food- even cleaning plates!  

We also have a rise in educational robots for kids, including Tega a friendly looking 
bot helping young kids learn basic concepts and words. For instance, Tega may ask 
kids to pick a picture containing a certain colour. Tega’s cute appearance and 
interactive features make her especially captivating to kids. The group who 
developed Tega “have a special affinity with robots.” Bots like Tega are especially 
good for helping children learn foreign languages, and are widely used in China 
and Japan for helping young students learn English. Robots like this, especially 
those who use encouraging phrases and a “growth mindset”, have been found to 
increase children’s motivation to read and increase test scores in maths.  

Finally, we have the revolutionary electric bike by Manta5 uncovered at CES 2020. 
The lightweight carbon fibre frame and high speeds already make it an amazing 
product, but this bike is special. Following in Dynamo’s footsteps this bike, with the 
aid of a waterproof battery and special lightweight motor, can be peddled on 
water- truly something to shake up the water sports game.  

So from bikes to birds, perhaps a robot revolution won’t be so bad after all! 
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SPORT 
British triathletes disqualified  

for holding hands over the line Eva McCabe 

After a scorching race, with temperatures well over 30°C and the humidity climbing above 80%, the World Triathlon Olympic 
Qualification event came to an end- but not how most would have predicted. 

British Triathletes Jess Learmonth and Georgia Taylor-Brown, who are training partners and good friends, had been neck and neck 
the whole race. Taylor-Brown and Learmonth were nearing the finishing line with a substantial lead over the rest of the field. They 
both knew they had secured an Olympic qualification place, meaning that the difference between first and second place was 
unimportant, so they decided to cross the line hand in hand to celebrate the victory together. However, they were disqualified as the 
International Triathlon Union (ITU) rules stated “athletes who finish in a contrived tie situation, where no effort to separate their 
finish times has been made, will be disqualified.”  

There has been much controversy over this 
disqualification as many thought it was a powerful 
message of friendship and a ‘disgraceful decision’ by 
the ITU committee. On the other hand, some say that 
they should have been aware of this rule- especially 
as it was created after British Olympic Gold medallist 
Alistair Brownlee famously dragged his brother over 
the finish line in Mexico 2016. Peter Charlish, a 
lecturer at Sheffield University commented, that “if 
ITU didn’t apply its own rules, others would have 
surely challenged them.” 

British Triathlon immediately appealed the decision. 
However the appeal was rejected. Later, on Twitter, 
Georgia wrote “Sucks for us, but it’s just one race, we 
promise not to do that again".  

Moreover, the severe heat of the race resulted in the 
10k run being halved to 5k. Despite this reduction in 
distance, French athlete Cassandre Beaugrand had to 
be rushed to hospital with suspected heat stroke. Increasing concern is spreading around how athletes and spectators will cope with 
the intense heat which has already killed 57 people across Japan. Additionally, several athletes were treated for heatstroke in the 
World Rowing Junior Championship held in Tokyo earlier in August. 

Selection for the Tokyo Olympics has yet to be announced, as British triathlon have a difficult decision between four potential female 
athletes- but only three spaces available. The Tokyo 2020 Olympic triathlon will take place on the 27th-28th of July and is promised to 
be an exciting race on the sweltering streets of Japan. 
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ENVIRONMENT 
Should we be worried about  
the bushfires in Australia? Ellie Bonnick    
 
On 11 November 2019, a fire started in 
Ravensbourne, Australia. This has since 
spread into Victoria. Fuelled by record-
breaking heats, the fire remains engulfing 
Australia, leaving behind broken homes 
and large clouds of dark smoke. Should we 
be concerened? 
 
Why did the fires start? 
 
Every year Australia witnesses an 
extremely hot and dry summer which makes 
it easy for small fires to start. 
Natural causes are mostly to blame. 
Lightning hitting drought-affected forest 
can start a fire that will rapidly spread 
over millions of hectors of land.  
Humans can also be to blame; police have 
caught and fined over 24 people, found 
deliberately starting bushfires and a 
further 180 for fire-related instances. 
 
What is the effect? 
 
The fires will bring a loss of 
approximately 1 billion animals. This number doesn’t include frogs, invertebrates, or bats- which could boost it up to over 3 trillion. It is 
estimated that over a third of Australia’s native koala population have been wiped out, along with their habitats. Many species 
brought back from extinction like the Glossy-black cockatoo and Kangaroo-Island dunnart have been declared as endangered, once 
again. This will have a big impact on Australia’s ecosystems as many animals are starved and dehydrated.  
In terms of human damage, so far, there have been at least 28 deaths- with others possibly unrecorded. A large portion of this 
number were volunteer firefighters who have given their lives to prevent the spread of wildfires. Over 3,000 houses have been 
damaged or destroyed forcing thousands to relocate, eliminating communities.  
 

What is being done? 
 
Thousands of firefights from all over the world are fighting 
the persistant fires. The Prime Minister, and other Membes 
of Government, have faced fierce critisism after their slow 
response to the disaster and the reluctance to link the fires 
to the issue of climate change. On the 16th of Janurary 
there was rain across Australia, bringing relief for many of 
the inhabitants. However, the fires are still raging on and 
it will take significantly more rain to extinguish the 
devastating flames. 
 
 

 

Image by European Space Agency (ESA) 
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